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[Andevili] wrote:
“What Happens if We Win? So, our Victory is probable and not certain? I was thinking the title should be "What Happens when We Win". Between, nice sermon as always…”

Thanks for the comment, it gives me an opportunity to state a few things...

Yes, lest all Satanists sit their ass, never advance, and do nothing about their existence and to advance, what do you think, we will win, or we will lose?

If you stop eating for a hundred days, will you die, or remain alive? If you never, ever go to the gym, will you become stronger? If you do not breathe, will you live?

Others can't do your meditation for you, feed you, or make you go to the bathroom. Not even toddlers get this behavior to be done to them, they have to do at least something. It's just how reality works.

As for man-childs, and useless princesses, what can be done?

Therefore, there is an *IF*. Not on the side of the Gods, but on our own behalf. We have to CHOOSE and FOLLOW our choice to the end. No matter how many shortcomings, how many falls, and how many obstacles, we have to persist. Then, it becomes a question of WHEN we will take over.

We have responsibility about our existence and bringing about our own ends. If we do not, don't expect free favors.

Why should they do free favors to lazy scum that don't even want to do the absolute least to bring about a better world? The Gods aren't our servants, they are our gurus, friends, guides, leaders- you name them. They are not our nurses or our slaves. They are if anything inconceivably ABOVE us. If we do what we can, they will help. If we do not, they will treat us with our own medicine. They will not.

The Gods have won their own part of the war. They are not threatened by the enemy. What matters is we do the same to safeguard ourselves.
The Gods cannot spoon feed people 24/7, like their nannies or false charity. Nobody grows that way at all, they become an atrophic man-child, that is retarded and mentally ill. People have to get their act straight, and then the Gods respect this and help them out. They have better things to do with their time, rather than 'begging us' to...HELP OURSELVES, so we can live in a society of PLEASURE and MAGNIFICENCE for our own benefit… don't you think?

This logic of stupid 21st century entitlement must cease existing. We do not 'deserve' such a world unless we build ourselves to this level and fight for it. If we do not, then we sit by and watch the rot take us over, awaiting prophecies like retarded christians, we will drown into the cauldron of excrement.

What more the Gods have to do? They guide us, they give us the spiritual means, they help us advance, and they even bless us and do so much to help us out of miserable situations, wrongdoings, ignorance and the list goes. They are pretty much doing so much already. They would do even more if all people helped themselves, and sought advancement.

The first thing all people who seek to become as the Gods have to understand, is that even though there are many set 'forces' in fate or other things, we have the power of exercising deep choice with our spiritual means, and turning these energies around. Therefore, we have a 'say' in what is going on. To sit idle and 'expect' prophecies, while doing nothing, is for the retards and the slaves.

When are you going to become a God? If you do not work at all spiritually, then NEVER. If you do work spiritually, then it's only a question of a ranging WHEN. If you really devote yourself in advancing in a balanced manner, it's certain that you in time *WILL*.

*IF* we keep our end of the deal and fight and advance, then YES, it becomes only a question of a ranging WHEN. If people do nothing, it becomes a certain NEVER. If people dabble, which is what a few people still do, it becomes an *IF*.

To be "kinda lukewarm" = IF
To do nothing = NEVER
To do what one can to advance things = WHEN/DEFINITELY

Because many people dabble into the *IF* level, we are saying an *IF*. If more people were dabbling on the "Doing what one can" level, we would only be conversing about the DEFINITELY.
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